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1. Introduction

The 21st century is characterized by a rapid increase in technological applications which involve
the design and development of materials with tailored properties that manifest and take
advantage of scientific developments from the region of modern physics. In medicine and
biology there is a need of new materials that are biocompatible and exhibit similar biological
behavior to that of several types of human tissue. In structural engineering there are new
approaches for the production of concrete materials that can withstand tension, can self-repair
and self-monitor structural damage. Organic semiconductors and devices based on nanoma‐
terials unfold new dimensions in optoelectronics, information technology and renewable
energy applications.

The field of photothermal physics and the related characterization techniques is becoming
increasingly important with the advance in the design and production of “new materials”
(composite materials/heterostructures). Several photothermal techniques present significant
advantages over traditional material characterization techniques, mainly due to their non-
contact and non-destructive nature. Photothermal techniques offer high sensitivity relative to
the thermal and optoelectronic properties of materials although in most cases the extraction
of the aforementioned parameters is not direct and involves much computational effort. In
addition in several cases the above techniques can be used to monitor in real time industrial
or in-lab processes.

In this chapter the concept of thermal and electronic wave methodology will be initially
introduced, followed by information on a brief description of experimental setups and recent
advances in the field. The chapter will focus on the presentation of examples from the
application of some photothermal techniques in the characterization of composite materials
and thin metal films used as gas sensors.

© 2013 Nestoros; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



2. Thermal and electronic waves

The optical absorption of an intensity modulated beam of light results in the diffusion of the
generated heat through the sample according to Fourier’s law. Due to the periodic nature of
the excitations, one expects a periodic temperature response. The combination of Fourier’s
Law and energy conservation provides the conduction heat transfer equation [1]:
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In the above equation the temperature T is a function of position r and time t. The temperature
depends on the thermal diffusivity DT and on the thermal conductivity ĸ of the material. The
heat source term Q(r,t) is measured in W.m-3 and is modulated at an angular frequency ω =
2πf. In the case of one dimensional heat flux along the z axis the heat source term takes the
form
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Assuming one dimensional heat flow along z direction, introducing eq.(2) into eq.(1) and
taking the temporal Fourier transform of eq.(1) one gets the following differential equation for
the ac temperature field ∆T in the material
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In the above equationsα and R, are respectively the optical absorption coefficient and reflec‐
tivity at the excitation wavelength and I0 is the incident optical intensity (in W/m2).

A fundamental quantity for the thermal waves [1] which are the solutions of eq.(3) is the
thermal wavenumber σT [1]defined as:
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The quantity μT is the thermal diffusion length defined as:
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At high modulation frequencies (f) the thermal diffusion length μT is small, so the thermal
waves are restricted near the surface of the sample, while at low modulation frequencies the
thermal wave centroid lies deeper in the material. The ac temperature field ∆T has an ampli‐
tude and phase (relative to the excitation) that can be measured with different photothermal
configurations and reveal the thermal properties of the material under investigation.

In semiconducting materials, if the incident photon energy (hν) is above the energy gap (Eg),
the optical excitation results in the generation of free electron and hole populations that
contribute to the conductivity of the material. On a picosecond time scale electrons and holes
become thermalized with the lattice through phonon interaction, releasing the excess energy
h ν -Eg, and lie on the bottom of the conduction band (electrons) and top of the valence band
(holes). Then, electrons and holes diffuse for some time, known as carrier lifetime τ, before
they recombine through non-radiative recombination processes, giving thermal energy h ν to
the lattice. Following an approach similar to the one described above for thermal waves, one
can formulate an equation for the plasma (electron –hole) diffusion equation:
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Where ∆N is the ac component of the plasma concentration in m-3, DN is the electronic
diffusivity of the material and σ N is the electronic wave number defined as
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The electronic diffusion length is defined as
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At high modulation frequencies ωτ >>1 the expression for the electronic diffusion length takes
a similar form to that for the thermal diffusion length and depends on the modulation
frequency, μN=(DN/πf)1/2. At small modulation frequencies the electronic diffusion length is
constant, μN=(DN‧τ)1/2, and the plasma wave is in phase with the optical excitation.

The dimensionality of the diffusion problem (thermal/plasma) depends on the relation of the
diffusion length (thermal, electronic) to the spot sizes of the pump beam and the probe beam.
The assumption of one dimensional propagation for the thermal/electronic wave is a valid as
long as the thermal/electronic diffusion length is smaller than the spot size of the beam.

Here we have to mention that in the case of semiconductors the heat source [2,3] included in
the thermal diffusion equation has to be modified in order to include the heat released by the
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thermalization of free carriers which is proportional to h ν-Eg as well as the one due to non-
radiative recombination which is proportional to Eg/ τ. Hence the thermal diffusion equation
takes the form
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This means that the system of thermal and plasma diffusion equations is coupled and one
should first seek the solution of the plasma equation and then the thermal one.

The appropriate boundary conditions [2,3] have to be applied depending on the sample
structure (two layer, multilayer) in order to get the solutions of the ac fields ∆T(z, ω) and ∆N(z,
ω). The boundary conditions involve the continuity of heat flux and temperature at the
interfaces, as well as the continuity of carrier concentration at the interfaces and the recombi‐
nation of free carriers at the surfaces and interfaces.

3. Instrumentation and setup of some photothermal techniques

3.1. Photomodulated Thermoreflectance (PMTR)

Photomodulated Thermoreflectance (PMTR) has been used extensively for the characteriza‐
tion of a variety of implanted semiconductors and layered structures [3-9]. Concerning
applications in electronic materials one can mention among others: ion implantation moni‐
toring, annealing kinetics of defects [5,6], etch monitoring and carrier lifetime evaluation [6,7],
thin metal film measurements [4]. The technique is based on the detection of local temperature
excursions on the surface of the material under investigation induced by an intensity modu‐
lated light beam (pump) via the monitoring of the surface reflectance with the aid of another
light beam (probe). The non-contact and non-destructive character of the technique in addition
to the high sensitivity to thermal inhomogeneities, make PMTR an attractive material evalu‐
ation technique. The technological trend towards smaller structures in the field of microelec‐
tronics creates the need for characterization techniques with improved spatial resolution. Such
a technique is PMTR-microscopy (micro PMTR) [10], a variant of PMTR which combines the
advantages of the PMTR technique mentioned above, with the various functions of a micro‐
scope offering the ability of viewing the sample under test while characterizing it. In addition
it offers an improved spatial resolution as compared to the conventional PMTR technique. A
conventional PMTR setup (Figure 1) as the one used for the experiments described in the
applications discussed in this chapter, is described below.

An Ar+ laser operating at the main lines of 488 nm and 514.5 nm is used as the excitation source
providing the pump beam with an intensity that is modulated by an acousto-optic modula‐
tor. The pump beam (typical power 60 mW) is then focused onto the sample’s surface at a nearly
normal incidence to a spot size that can be varied. The reflectivity changes of the surface due to
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the photo-induced thermal and or plasma waves are probed by a He–Ne Laser operating at
632.8 nm and at a power of a few mW. The probe beam is focused onto the sample collinearly
to the pump beam. The reflected probe beam is diverted with the aid of a polarizing beam splitter
to a silicon photodiode, filtered by a 632.8nm band pass interference filter. In order to reject any
signal contributions arising from the thermoelastic deformation of the sample surface, the
detector is deliberately underfilled, and is operated in the sum mode. The output of the detector
is monitored with a fast lock-in amplifier, synchronous with the Ar+ modulation of various
frequencies. The in-phase and quadrature components of the signal are stored in the comput‐
er for subsequent analysis and display. The PMTR signal SPMTR is proportional to the reflectiv‐
ity change ∆R of the sample’s surface (z=0) and can be expressed as

( ) 1 1( 0, ) ( 0, )
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R R RS z N z
R R T R N

w w wD ¶ ¶
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¶ ¶
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3.2. Photothermal Radiometry (PTR)

Photothermal radiometry [9-11] relies on the monitoring of modulated blackbody radiation
emitted from a material that is optically excited by an intensity modulated monochromatic
light beam. Following partial or total absorption of the incident radiation, a portion of it is
converted into heat. The subsequent diffusion of heat is dictated by thermal transport prop‐
erties like thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity. In semiconducting samples the
photoexcited carriers behave as Planck radiators that contribute to the black body emission.

Figure 1. PMTR setup
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In the case of good quality semiconductors the contribution of free carriers is the main
component of the PTR signal which has an amplitude that is proportional to free carrier’s
lifetime. As a result photothermal techniques allow the determination of optical, electronic as
well as thermophysical properties of materials even in cases of efficient light scattering
materials, which prohibit their characterization through conventional optical techniques.
Photothermal radiometry has been used to characterize a variety of materials and thin films
ranging from semiconducting films [11,12,14] to nanotube/nanoparticle composites [15,16] and
biomaterials [17]. The PTR experimental setup (shown in Figure 2) consists of an excitation
laser source (DPSS laser emitting at 512 nm), an a acousto-optic cell that chops periodically the
laser intensity, an MCT (Mercury, Cadmium- Telluride) detector with detection in the 2 μm-12
μm wavelength range, a preamplifier, a phase sensitive detection system (lock in amplifier)
and a couple of off axis Ag coated paraboloid mirrors to gather and collimate the black body
radiation emitted from the excited sample in the sensitive detector area. The excitation beam
with incident power illuminates the sample surface almost at normal incidence. As the
modulation frequency is varied (typical frequency span 100-106 Hz) the signal amplitude and
phase is recorded. In order to calculate the instrumental transfer function with which we have
to correct the experimental data, a frequency scan of a thick and opaque sample (steel disc) is
usually performed. The PTR signal SPTR can be expressed in most of the cases as an integral of
the temperature field and the plasma field (in the case of semiconductors) over the thickness
of the sample multiplied by appropriate coefficients C1 and C2 [14].
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4. Applications of photothermal techniques in materials characterization

4.1. Analysis of Hydrogen adsorption and desorption on palladium thin films with
photomodulated thermoreflectance measurements

The importance of hydrogen gas technology is growing due to the many industrial applications
as well as the needs for environmentally clean energy resources. Nevertheless hydrogen gas
has some disadvantages concerning its storage and its flammability. For these reasons there is
a need for hydrogen sensors with high sensitivity and fast response. In addition the reaction
kinetics of hydrogen gas with the surface of the sensor is quite interesting from the viewpoint
of physical chemistry and materials science. In this paragraph the kinetics of hydrogen
adsorption and desorption on palladium thin films was studied [18] via photomodulated
thermorefelectance (PMTR) measurements. The analysis of the experimental data is based on
a Langmuirian isothermal model which supports a dissociative adsorption of hydrogen on
palladium followed by molecular desorption. The values of the adsorption and desorption rate
constants were determined and their values are discussed. The response and recovery times
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of the sensor were measured and their dependence on hydrogen concentration is also explored
and discussed.

4.1.1. Sample details and experimental methodology

The sensor consists of a palladium thin film, with a thickness of 6 nm, evaporated on silicon
substrate, with an intermediate layer of silicon oxide. In hydrogen atmosphere the PMTR
signal from such sensors alters due to the adsorption of hydrogen onto the palladium film and
the formation of the palladium hydride. The formation of the PdHX modifies the electronic
structure of the palladium metal and also changes the Pd lattice constant. These modifications
finally change the refractive index and the reflectance of the Pd film surface [19,20].The
experimental setup has been discussed earlier in this chapter. The excitation beam (Ar+ laser
operating at 488 nm) power was set at 100 mW and the diameter of the spot size on the samples
was 50 μm. The reflectivity changes of the surface were monitored by a He-Ne Laser operating
at 632.8 nm and a power of 0.5 mW. The probe beam was focused onto the sample to a spot
size of 35 μm, collinearly to the pump beam. The modulation frequency value of the pump
beam was set at 1 kHz since at this frequency the signal was stable, with a good signal to noise
ratio.

The thin film sensor was placed in a cylindrical cell (radius of 4.7 cm and length of 15.6 cm)
with a gas input and output system as well as a temperature controller. High accuracy

Figure 2. PTR setup
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flowmeters were used in order to supply hydrogen and nitrogen in the cylinder at the desired
ratio and at a constant flow rate of 150 mL/min. The temperature was raised up to 100°C, and
the samples were exposed to different hydrogen concentrations (from 25 to 150 ppb), in
nitrogen atmosphere.

4.1.2. Reaction kinetics and the PMTR signal

The differential equations describing the adsorption process result from the kinetics of the
chemical reaction and the application of the Langmuirian model [20,21].

In the case of the molecular adsorption S * + H2(gas)←
kd

→
ka

S −H2 and considering that the rate

constant of adsorption ka is many orders of magnitude bigger than the rate constant of
desorption kd the time evolution of the coverage is
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The partial pressure of hydrogen H2 is P and t0 the time at which hydrogen is deployed to the
chamber, i.e. θ(t0)=0.

In the case of dissociative adsorption 2S * + H2(gas)←
kd

→
ka

2S −H  the solution of the governing

differential equation is
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After a Taylor expansion of the hyperbolic tangents around ka kd P ≈0 up to first order, the
solution is
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The processes of adsorption and desorption happen simultaneously and the negative sign of
the desorption term shows that the two processes are competitive. The terms which describe
the desorption from the Pd surface and the adsorption of hydrogen at the Pd-SiO2 interface
were not taken into account. This is because the diffusion of hydrogen adsorbed atoms and
their adsorption to interface happen so rapidly, that the amount of the adsorbed hydrogen at
the interface is constantly in equilibrium with that at the surface [22]. According to Lundström
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et al. [22], when the hydrogen partial pressure is lower than 200 Pa, the response signal of the
hydrogen sensor Δξ is proportional to the surface coverage θ. At a partial pressure P, the
signal’s time dependence is given by:

( )P tx a qD = (15)

Hence the PMTR signal evolution, presented in Fig. 3, is given by the equation:
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where Δξs is the maximum change of the photothermal signal, which happens at t→∞ and is
defined in Figure 3(b). It’s obvious that, θs and Δξs are slightly larger than θf and Δξf, because
the former is defined at t→∞ while the latter is defined at tf. In the steady state (dθ/dt=0) the
coverage at saturation θs for molecular and dissociative adsorption is given respectively by:
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Figure 3. (a) PMTR signal response during adsorption and desorption of different H2 concentrations, at 100◦C, (b) defi‐
nition of ∆Rf, ts and tc. Demetriou C., Nestoros M. and Christofides C. Appl. Phys. A 2008; 92 (3), 651-658

The equilibrium constants Κmol and Κdiss for the cases of molecular adsorption and dissociative
adsorption respectively are:
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4.1.3. Experimental results and discussion

The sensor was exposed to various concentrations of hydrogen in nitrogen environment, and
afterwards only to nitrogen gas. One can observe a quick rise upon the introduction of H2 followed
by a slower one up to the saturation point. The saturation point occurs at longer times with
increasing concentrations of hydrogen (Figure 3(a)). Once the nitrogen gas was introduced
following hydrogen saturation in the chamber, the PMTR signal decreased and returned to
equilibrium. It is important to note that the photothermal signal decreases faster at low hydro‐
gen concentration. In addition, according to Figure 3(a), the PMTR signal change is higher for
larger amounts of hydrogen in the chamber. This is consistent with eqs.(18a) and (18b). The
experimental data were fitted using the Langmuirian model defined from eqs. (12)-(14) as well
as eqs. (15) and (16). As result the rate constants of adsorption ka, desorption kd where extract‐
ed. The equilibrium constant Κdiss and the surface coverage at saturation θs were then calculat‐
ed. As shown in Figure 4(a) and (b) the experimental results are following the model describing
molecular adsorption in the early part of the signal rise, while at later times there is a significant
deviation. As it can be seen from Figure 4(c) and (d), the theoretical model describing dissocia‐
tive adsorption is in very good agreement with the experimental data, indicating that the process
of hydrogen adsorption on palladium is dissociative as mentioned in bibliography [21,23]. The
extracted values of ka and kd are presented in Tables 1 and 2 (Table 2 for kd =0). One can observe
a decrease of the values of ka and kd with increasing hydrogen concentration. Furthermore the
rate constant of desorption kd is several orders of magnitude smaller than the ka constant which
supports the decision of ignoring the desorption process for both types of molecular and
dissociative adsorptions. The decrease of the adsorption rate constant ka as the hydrogen partial
pressure increases could be the result of site to site interactions upon high coverage. For this reason
the saturation point occurs at longer times for higher hydrogen concentration.

P (ppb) ka (Pa-1s-1) σ(ka) (Pa-1s-1) kd (s-1) σ(kd) (s-1) α (mV) σ(α) (mV)

25 3.457 ±0.555 1.382×10-3 ±1.260×10-3 1.781 ±0.187

50 2.220 ±0.148 1.281×10-3 ±0.312×10-3 2.702 ±0.094

100 0.717 ±0.011 5.930×10-4 ±0.342×10-4 4.596 ±0.033

150 0.448 ±0.004 5.799×10-7 ±55.030×10-7 5.186 ±0.002

Table 1. Parameters obtained by fitting the dissociative adsorption model

Using the values of ka and kd which were obtained by fitting to the dissociative adsorption
equation, the equilibrium constant Κdiss and the surface coverage at saturation θ diss were
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calculated. The calculated values of Κdiss are presented in Table 3 and are of the same order of
magnitude for the different values of hydrogen partial pressure. At 150 ppb the equilibrium
constant Κdiss is an order of magnitude greater than the ones calculated for the lower concen‐
trations. This is due to the small value of the rate constant of desorption kd at 150 ppb.

P (ppb) ka (Pa-1s-1) Δka (Pa-1s-1) α (mV) σ(α ) (mV) θf (%)

25 4.221 ±0.202 1.568 ±0.028 70.16

50 3.200 ±0.086 2.269 ±0.013 83.75

100 0.995 ±0.010 3.956 ±0.007 88.48

150 0.449 ±0.002 5.185 ±0.005 90.64

Table 2. Parameters obtained by fitting dissociative adsorption model and neglecting any desorption process

The calculated value of the equilibrium constant has also large errors. This is due to the large
statistical errors of the rate constants of adsorption and mainly of the rate constants of
desorption as shown in Table 1. Since the mechanism of desorption is negligible during
adsorption process, it is not possible to determine the rate constant of desorption and conse‐
quently the equilibrium constant, taking into account only the adsorption process. The values
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of the palladium surface coverage θf, at time tf, presented in Tables 2 and 3 are larger for higher
hydrogen concentrations. The values of θf were calculated using the following relationship θf

=∆ζf/α.The quantity α was obtained by fitting experimental data to theory and Δξf.

A similar process was followed in order to study the desorption process (nitrogen enters the
chamber). The equations were solved once more letting the partial pressure to be zero. The
solutions for molecular and dissociative adsorption are given by eqs. (19a) and (19b), respectively.
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In Figure 5 (a) and (b) the experimental data are fitted using the above equations with the
theory of molecular and dissociative desorption respectively. Note that by fitting the equation
of molecular desorption to the experimental data one gets much better results. Table 4 presents
the resulting values of the rate constant of desorption kd for the different hydrogen concen‐
trations. As shown in Table 4, the rate constant kd is of the same order of magnitude and varies
slightly with hydrogen concentration. This contradicts the fact that the recovery time of the
PMTR signal is larger for higher hydrogen concentrations, as will be shown later. Using the
data of Figure 3(a), the response time ts and the recovery time tc of the hydrogen sensor were
determined. The response time is defined as the time needed for the PMTR signal to reach
saturation, i.e. for the system to reach equilibrium. The time needed for the system to recover
from saturation to its initial state is defined as the recovery time.

P (ppb) kd (s-1) σkd (s-1)

25 2.592×10-3 ±0.012×10-3

50 1.887×10-3 ±0.007×10-3

100 1.475×10-3 ±0.002×10-3

150 1.463×10-3 ±0.002×10-3

Table 4. Desorption rate constants

P (ppb) θf (%) Κdiss(Pa-1/2) σ(Κdiss) (Pa-1/2) θs (%)

25 61.77 50.016 ±23.150 71.44

50 70.33 41.628 ±5.256 74.64

100 76.15 34.778 ±1.038 77.67

150 90.62 879.380 ±4170.413 99.08

Table 3. Calculations of Kdiss and θs using the values of ka and kd from Table 1
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As shown in Figure 6, the response and the recovery times increase by introducing larger
concentrations of hydrogen gas into the cell. As mentioned before, the increase of tc for higher
hydrogen partial pressure contradicts the results that occur by studying the time progress of
the desorption process. The apparent contradiction of recovery time increase for higher partial
pressures of hydrogen may be due to hydrogen bonding between adjacent adsorbate protons
or even molecules (i.e. before dissociation occurs on the Pd surface). This would effectively
account for the dependence of the rate constant on pressure and its decrease with increasing
coverage. Moreover, it should be pointed out that the response and the recovery times are
determined by the experimental conditions. Previous experimental work has shown that the
sensor’s response time is decreased if the hydrogen gas flow rate into the cell is increased. In
addition, it has been proved that by introducing into the cell an inert gas, in order to remove
hydrogen, the recovery time decreases drastically. In the experiment presented [18] in this
chapter nitrogen gas was introduced into the measurement cell. The presence of nitrogen gas
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in the cell helps the hydrogen desorption process in the following mechanism: At saturation
point, the hydrogen concentration in gas phase (above the palladium film) is in balance with
the adsorbed hydrogen concentration. When nitrogen is introduced into the cell, it drifts the
hydrogen molecules which are in gas phase, thus disturbing the system’s equilibrium. In order
for the system establish its balance again, hydrogen is desorbed from the palladium film and
returns to gas phase. For bigger gas flow rates in the chamber the recovery of the signal from
the saturation point to the initial value occurs faster. The measurements presented in Figure
3(a) were carried out under constant flow rate of gases of 150 mL/min, hence the comparison
between the resulted values of ts and tc is possible. It should be noted that the sorption rate
constants ka and kd, have an exponential dependence on the absolute temperature T of the form
K~exp(-EA/R T) where EA is the activation energy of adsorption (EA

ads) or desorption (EA
des).

Therefore, at higher temperatures the adsorption and desorption rate constants are increased
resulting to the reduction of the response and the recovery time. It is also important to note
that the Pd-H (hydride) phase transition does not occur in this system. According to [24] for a
6.5 nm palladium film, which is close to the thickness of our film (6 nm) no transition has been
observed for hydrogen concentrations lower to 1%. Thus, for hydrogen concentrations of a
few ppb no phase transition can occur. The possibility of a Pd-H (hydride) phase transition is
considered to be very small, since the hydrogen concentrations used are extremely low and
the sample thickness is very small. Some previous work done [25,26] from other researchers
investigating the above phase transition does not present data for palladium films with
thickness below 6 nm.

4.2. Photothermal radiometry applied on polymer-nanotube blends

4.2.1. Introduction

Polymer-based materials with electro-active functionalities have attracted significant attention
due to their potential technological applications in many fields ranging from optoelectronics
(solar cells, LED’s, sensors, thin film transistors), to informatics (optical data storage) and
biomaterials (artificial muscles). Carbazole-containing polymers present a lot of interest due
to their potential applications as photoconductors, solar cells, gas sensors and photorefractive
or charge transporting materials [27-28]. Carbazolyl groups easily form relatively stable radical
cations (holes), present comparatively high charge carrier mobility and exhibit high thermal
and photochemical stability. Furthermore polymers with fluorinated groups present either in
the main backbone or in the side chain, exhibit some outstanding properties, including high
thermal stability, chemical inertness, low dielectric constant and dissipation factors, low water
absorptivity, and good resistance to surface properties [29-30]. In addition the ability of these
materials to stabilize carbon nanotubes in organic solvents via non-covalent (physical)
adsorption, renders them promising for use in carbon nanotube (CNT)-based nanotechnology.
In general the introduction of carbon nanotubes (CNT’s) enhances the mechanical stability of
polymers and modifies the thermal and optoelectronic properties since CNT’s act as electron
acceptors. Although the mechanical properties of composites improve with the addition of
CNT’s, the electronic behavior is often optimum at low concentrations of nanotubes usually
close to the percolation threshold.
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Much work has been done concerning the modelling and measurement of the mechanical,
optical and electrical properties of the composites while less work has been done concern‐
ing  the  evaluation  of  their  thermal  properties.  Nevertheless  the  knowledge  of  thermal
properties (thermal effusivity and conductivity) is of great interest in applications (biologi‐
cal implants, electronic packaging) where thermal management is important or in thermoelec‐
tric  power  applications.  The  polymers  have  low  values  of  thermal  conductivity  (a
representative value is 0.2 W/m K) which depends on the degree of crystallinity of the polymer
among other factors. Since carbon nanotubes (CNT’s) single wall (SWCNT’s) or multi-wall
(MWCNT’s) have very high thermal conductivity (2800-6000 W/m K) it is expected that their
introduction to  the  polymer will  greatly  enhance the effective  thermal  conductivity.  Al‐
though there is a large scatter in the experimental results [31] (some of them are contradicto‐
ry) the polymer-CNT composites still present quite low values of thermal conductivity. This
is attributed to the phonon mismatch at the polymer/CNT interface resulting in high inter‐
face thermal resistance. The work [32] described in this paragraph employs a non-contact and
non-destructive technique, photothermal radiometry (PTR) to study heat transport in a novel
type of polymer loaded with SWCNT’s at various concentrations. A two layer photothermal
model is used to analyze thermal transport in the composite film which is deposited on quartz
substrate. Furthermore, optical measurements are used to extract the absorption coefficient of
the thin films at the excitation beam wavelength and hence eliminate one of the unknown
parameters  in  the  theoretical  model.  A  simultaneous  fitting  of  the  experimental  signal
amplitude and phase is compared to the calculated signal in order to extract the thermal
properties of the thin composite films.

4.2.2. Materials

A series of well-defined diblock copolymers consisting of 2-(N-carbazolyl)ethyl methacry‐
late  (CbzEMA)  and  2,2,3,3,4,4,4-heptafluorobutyl  methacrylate  (HFBMA)  (CbzEMAx-b-
HFBMAy)  was synthesized by Reversible Addition-Fragmentation chain Transfer (RAFT)
controlled  radical  polymerization  [33].  The  RAFT process  allows  for  the  preparation  of
functional  polymeric  materials  characterized  by  pre-determined molecular  weights,  nar‐
row molecular weight distributions and pre-defined architectures [34,35]. The polymer films
were generated by spin coating on 0.9 cm x 0.9 cm quartz substrates of a dilute THF solution
of  CbzEMA52-b-HFBMA69  and  SWCNTs  at  room  temperature.  The  single  wall  carbon
nanotubes (SWCNT’s) used, where 4-5nm (diameter) x 500-1500nm (length) bundles, with
80-90 % carbonaceous purity from Sigma-Aldrich.The first series of samples consisted of
three samples (A1,A2,A3) with varying thicknesses and constant % weight of SWCNT’s. The
thickness of the A series samples measured by a mechanical profilometer varied in a big
extend across the surface of the sample. Later on a second series of samples (B0,B1,B2,B3)
with different % weight of SWCNT’s was fabricated. The spin coater angular velocity was
increased at 100 rev/s in order to achieve better thickness homogeneity across the sample,
something which was verified by the profilometer measurements.  The thickness (with a
tolerance of 10 nm) and % weight of SWCNT’s are shown in Table 5. The PTR experimen‐
tal setup was described earlier. The excitation beam (512 nm) with incident power of 45 mW
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and dimensions of approximately 2mm illuminated almost at normal incidence the center of
the sample surface (composite film). As the modulation frequency was varied in the 102-105

Hz the signal amplitude and phase was recorded. The reproducibility of the PTR signal
measurements was verified within less than 1%. In order to calculate the instrumental transfer
function with which we have to correct the experimental data a frequency scan of a thick
and opaque sample (steel disc) was performed.

sample film thickness SWCNT % weight

A1 4,62 μm 4.11

A2 6,16 μm 4.11

A3 8 μm 4.11

B0 35 nm 0

B1 30 nm 1.64

B2 40 nm 4.76

B3 62 nm 9.09

Table 5. Sample characteristics

4.2.3. Two layer photothermal model and simulations

A two layer model was developed in order to simulate the ac temperature field in the samples.
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The illuminated surface of the polymer-nanotube blend is at z=0 while the interface between
the blend and the substrate at z=l. The rear surface of the quartz glass is at z=l+d. The ac
temperature ∆T is a function of depth z, measured from the surface of the sample and the
angular modulation frequency ω=2πf. The subscripts s and f stand for the film and substrate
respectively. Using the boundary conditions below, concerning the continuity of heat flux and
temperature at the interfaces, the solutions for ∆T(z) in the film and substrate can be evaluated
at different values of the modulation frequency.
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The modulated blackbody radiation emission SPTR of the sample is proportional to the
weighted depth integral of the temperature field in the sample and it can be separated in two
terms, the contribution of the composite film and the contribution of the substrate, as presented
in eq. (23) [17] below. The weighting is related to the infrared absorption coefficient βir of the
sample over the infrared detection range (2-12 μm).
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Figure 7. Dependence of photothermal signal amplitude (a) and phase (b) on the thermal conductivity (ĸf) of the film
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A series of simulations was performed in order to examine the influence of the film properties
(absorption coefficient α, thickness, thermal conductivity and diffusivity) on the signal
amplitude and phase.

The values of the optical and thermal properties of the quartz substrate used in the simulations
and calculations used for fitting the theoretical results to the experimental data are:
Ds=1.4x10-6 m2/s, ĸs=1.5x10-6 W/(m K), αs=30 m-1, βirs=1x107 m-1. The thermal and properties of
the quartz substrate were taken from literature while the absorption coefficient at the excitation
beam was calculated from the transmission measurements. The IR absorption coefficient of
the quartz substrate was taken to be practically infinite. This simplification was backed from
the experiment since the PTR signal was dropping from a high value (mV) to practically noise
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level when the sample orientation was reversed (beam entering the sample from the quartz
substrate and then meeting the thin film). This means that the quartz substrate is opaque to
the IR emission of the polymer-nanotube blend film. In addition the substrate was assumed
to be transparent at the excitation beam wavelength 512 nm). Concerning the thermal prop‐
erties of the composite film typical values for polymers were used for the simulations, as well
as for starting values of the fitting process. The simulations show that the contribution of the
quartz substrate to the overall PTR signal (second term of eq.(23)) can be ignored since the
quartz substrate has a very low absorption coefficient at the excitation wavelength. Neverthe‐
less the substrate presence in the theoretical model is necessary since it defines the correct
boundary conditions at the interface. The effect of thermal conductivity on the PTR signal as
function of modulation frequency is shown in Figure 7. An increase of the thermal conductivity
of the film allows the generated heat to diffuse away more efficiently and hence the PTR signal
amplitude decreases as the temperature field in the film weakens. The signal phase in the low
frequency regime reduces with the increase of thermal conductivity, leading to the formation
of an extremum at a frequency defined by the thermal diffusivity of the film.
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Figure 8. Dependence of photothermal signal amplitude (a) and phase (b) on the thermal diffusivity (Df) of the film

An increase in thermal diffusivity results in an increase of the thermal diffusion length causing
the shift of the phase extremum to higher modulation frequencies as seen in Figure 8, as well
as an overall increase of the signal phase. The signal amplitude increases with increasing
thermal diffusivity although at a first sight one would expect the opposite since high values
of thermal diffusivity would mean that heat is carried out faster from the region generated.
One should not forget though that the modulated IR emission of the sample is proportional to
the integral of the temperature field over the thickness of the sample. Since a higher diffusivity
results in a longer thermal diffusion length a thicker part of the sample will contribute to the
IR emission leading to stronger signal amplitude.

A series of transmission and reflection measurements was performed in the 200 nm -3000 nm
in order to help evaluate the absorption coefficient of the samples and reveal its dependence
on the SWCNT content. Although the thicknesses of the samples are quite different the optical
transmission measurements presented in Figure 9(a) indicate a decrease of transmission with
the increase of concentration of SWCNT’s. In addition it is clear that the polymers absorb
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significantly in the UV range. The transmission deep in the 2650 nm-2900 nm is associated with
the OH- bonds. The optical absorption coefficient, presented in Figure 9(b), at the excitation
beam wavelength (512 nm) was calculated from the transmission and reflection spectra of the
samples. Since the thickness tolerance was 10 nm the samples were assumed to have an average
thickness of 42 nm. The PTR signal amplitude and phase, for A series samples, as a function
of modulation frequency are shown in Figure 10. In the low frequency (<103 Hz) range the
signal amplitude differentiates well for the three samples. Since the % weight of SWCNTS’s is
the same for the three samples one can assume that the optical and thermal properties of the
films should be very similar, ignoring non-homogeneities due to the fabrication process, hence
the signal differences should be attributed to the composite film thickness variation. More
specifically the signal amplitude decreases as the composite film thickness increases.
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Figure 10. Experimental PTR signal amplitude (a) and phase (b) for the A series of samples

The phase channel of the signal (Figure 10(b)) can differentiate between the three samples up
to a higher frequency (104 Hz) range and is increasing and changing slope as the composite
film thickness is increasing. The decrease of the signal amplitude has to do with the fact that
the contribution of the film to the signal depends on the IR emission of the film, which is
proportional to the integral of the temperature field over the thickness of the sample multiplied
by the factor exp (-βir.z) which results in a lower signal for thicker films. The extraction of the
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as a function of SWCNT concentration.
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optical and thermal properties for the composite films was accomplished by comparing
(fitting) the theoretical signal to the experimental data, with the aid of a MATLAB code.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Theoretical signal amplitude (a) and phase (b) fit (solid lines) to the experimental signal amplitude and
phase for sample A1

A1 A2 A3

D (m2/s) 0.19x10-6 0.33x10-6 0.59x10-6

ĸ (W/m K) 2.8 1.45 0.98

βir (m-1) 4.4x105 4.7x105 4.7x105

α (m-1) 1.4x106 1.4x106 1.4x106

Table 6. Extracted thermal and optical parameters for the A series samples

Both channels of experimental information i.e signal amplitude and signal phase were used
in order to achieve higher accuracy. The fitting results for samples A1, A2 are shown in Figures
11 and 12 respectively while the extracted values of the thermal and optical properties of the
samples are tabulated in Table 6. The theoretical curves fit quite well the experimental data,
except at the edges of the frequency spectrum. This discrepancy could be due to the simplified
theoretical model which ignores multiple reflections in the thin film. According to Arjona et.al
[36] this is more significant for phase channel in the higher modulation frequencies while for
the amplitude channel is more significant for the lower modulation frequencies. The calculated
thermal parameters are within the range of values reported in the literature [30] for polymer
carbon-nanotube composites. The second series (B series) of samples consists of very thin
composite layers (nm range) and is more interesting since in this group we have a variation of
the concentration of SWCNT’s. The increase of the experimental signal amplitude among the
B series samples as observed in Figure 13 could be attributed to the increased optical absorption
coefficient and thermal conductivity as a function of the % weight of SWCNT’s which increases
from B1 to B3. The samples of B series have different concentration of SWCNTS’s ranging from
0-9 % weight. Due to the increase of the angular speed of the spin coater the thicknesses of the
films were now in the nm range and are actually very similar within the experimental tolerance
which is 10 nm. The observed differences have then to be attributed to the change of the optical
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absorption coefficient and the thermophysical parameters (thermal conductivity and diffu‐
sivity) due to the variation of the concentration of the CNT’s. Nevertheless the fact that the
relative uncertainty in the film thickness is quite high creates an additional obstacle for the
fitting process.

Figure 12. Theoretical signal amplitude (a) and phase (b) fit (solid lines) to the experimental signal amplitude and
phase for sample A
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Figure 13. Experimental PTR signal amplitude (a) and phase (b) for the B series of samples

 

Figure 14. Theoretical signal amplitude (a) and phase (b) fit (solid lines) to the experimental signal amplitude and
phase for sample B1
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In general an increase in thermal conductivity which is expected with the addition of CNT’s
should be accompanied with a reduction of the signal amplitude in contrast with the experi‐
mental results shown in Figure 13. Nevertheless the simulations indicate that for thinner (~20
nm-B series) the amplitude variation with the increase of thermal conductivity is much smaller
as compared to the case of thicker films (~μm range-A series). In addition the simulations show
that the signal amplitude is affected more by the optical absorption coefficient. This means
that the small decrease in amplitude due to the increase of thermal conductivity is masked by
a much bigger amplitude increase due to the increase of the absorption coefficient at the
excitation wavelength. In the case of sample B1 the fitted values were ĸf=2.0 W/mK and
Df=1.06x10-7 m2/s.The fitting for samples B1and B2 was not attempted due to the high uncer‐
tainty in the film thickness which was about the same size as the measured value of the
thickness.

5. Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced the physics of thermal and electronic waves that underpin
photothermal phenomena and described two basic photothermal techniques, namely Photo-
Modulated Thermoreflectance (PMTR) and Photothermal Radiometry (PTR). The abilities of
these experimental techniques were explored in the study of thin metal film-gas interaction
kinetics and the optical and thermal characterization of composite materials.

In the first application it was verified that that hydrogen adsorbs to palladium dissociatively
while desorption is characterized by a molecular reaction. As a consequence of the high
sensitivity of the PMTR sensor, the determination of the rate constants of adsorption ka and
desorption kd for very small H2 concentrations was possible. In addition the analysis of the
time evolution of the PMTR signal showed that the values of kd were several orders of
magnitude smaller than the ones resulting for the rate constant of adsorption ka. Thus, in order
to study the adsorption process, the competitive mechanism of desorption should not be taken
into account. For the adsorption mechanism it was observed that the resulting values of the
adsorption rate constant ka decrease with the increase of H2 concentration. These results also
justify the increase of the sensor’s response time for larger H2 concentrations.

In the second application it was shown that Photothermal Radiometry (PTR) is able to
characterize composite materials like polymer-carbon nanotube blends. The photothermal
signal (amplitude and phase) is very sensitive to the change of SWCNT’s concentration as well
as to the polymer film thickness. With the aid of a two layer photothermal model it was possible
to extract thermal and optical properties of the composite materials.
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